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OPTICAL CELLULAR AUTOMATA : ARCHITECTURAL PRINCIPLES 

P. CHAVEL, J. TABOURY, F. DEVOS* and P. GARDA* 

Institut dlOptique, CNRS-LA, Universitk Paris-Sud, BP 43, 
F-91406 Orsay Cedex, France 
"~nstitut dlElectronique Fondamentale, CNRS-LA, Bat. 220, 
Universitk Paris-Sud, F-91405 Orsay Cedex, France 

R I 3  - On introduii le concept dautomate dlulaire optique et on decrit diverses mises en oeuvres 
possibles tant sous I'angle des systems optiques que sws  cdui des composants optiques non lindaires 
necessaires. 

Abstract - The general schematic diagam of an optical cellular automaton is introduced and various 
implementations are discussed in terms of both optical systems and optical non linear components. 

I - INTRODUCTION : 
Clearly, one issue faced by emerging optical computing technology is the effective combination of parallelism with 
short cyde time in parallel processor arrays. In particular, two-dimensional arrays of bistable or otherwise non linear 
elements may be interconnected by dense thee-dimensional light beams Into cellular processors. We suggest that a 
powerful and rather general approach is that of 'optical cdlular processors". We define optical cellular processors as 
arrays of cells where each cell is described by a state variable and a neighborhood. The state variable evolves at 
given dock times and its new state is a given function of the neighborhood Ill. The most widely investigated optical 
cellular processors to date are symbolic substitution netwaks 121 and neural networks 13/. Here, we discuss optical . 
cellular automata, a class of optical cellular processors that includes symbolic substltutlon as an speaal case We frst 
define the concept and then describe the architectural implementation approaches. 

The concept of a cellular automaton 14 can be used to specify the kind of processors considered ; the definition of a 
cellular automaton indudes 
1 - a regular array of processors Cij, each with a state described by variable C i i  
2 - parallel evolution of all processors In discrete tlme according to the state of a gven ne~ghborhood N (not 
necessarily restricted to nearest neighbors) : 

Cij (t+l) = f [ci+k i+l(t), (i+k, i+l) E neighborhood of i,j] 
In cellular automata, the neighborhood N and function f are shift-mvanant. The nelghborhood IS defined by ~ts  exact 
shape ; we &all denote by v its number of pixels. 

Even in the simplest case of binary cells. this scheme has been shown to be useful for a number of cases including 
low-level automated vision tasks, general purpose parallel computation and simulation of continuous two- 
dimensional physical phenomena 12, 5, 61. Algebraic operations on hnary images, lncludlng mathematical 
morphology, can be cast into the mold of cellular automatal71. (See also K.S. Huang, B.K. Jenkas. A.A Sawchuk, 
"Binary lmage Algebra", submitted for publication).. While it definitely is necessary to pursue the quest for even more 
powerful massively parallel architectures, for example using more sophisticated individual cells (see K.S. Huang, 
B.K. Jenkins, A.A. Sawchuk, "Digital Optical Cellular lmage Processors", submrtted for publrcat~on) or rncorporatlng 
the power of stochastic processors I#, the implementation of cellular automata by purely or partially optical means 
may already be an important step. 

With reference to binary cellular automata, one fwther consideration is noteworthy : since the function f can only yield 
the value 0 or the value 1 for the result cii (t+l), the automaton 1s completely defined by the set S of all nelghborhood 
configurations N1, N2 ,...h yielding value 1. cij (t+l) can then be written as the arithmetic sum - or the boolean OR - 
of M elementary cellular automata, each taking value 1 -or TRUE - for one and only one neighborhood configuration ; 
in other words, each elementary cellular automaton recognizes one given binary pattern in ~ ts  neighborhood. 

Figure 1 illustrates the above idea : for a neighborhood N composed of the pixel ij itself and its eight nearest 
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neighbors k l  such that Max(1k-il, 11-jl) s 1, we consider the cellular automata aimed at recognizing all isolated 
pixels. It is the sum of two elementary cellulaf automata : the elementary cellular automaton recognizing "0" pixels 
surrounded by eight "1" pixels and the elementary cellular automaton recognizing "1" pixels swrounded by eight "0" 
pixels. 

"'1 N2 

Figure 1. N and N are the neighborhood configurations of the two elementary 
cellular automata composing the cellular automaton "detection of isolated pixels. 

3 - OPTICAL IWIPL~NTATION OF BINARY CELLULAR AUTOMATA 
It is always possible to implement a given binary cellular automaton by its decomposition into elementary cellular 
automata, provided adequate memary planes (e.g. arrays of bistable pixels) are available to store ~ntermediate 
results. While in principle, with a neighborhood size v. that decomposition may involve up to P steps to be performed 
in sequence or in parallel, it is reasonable to expect that in most cases suitable algorithmic design can reduce that 
number of steps to a tolerable value. 

In the following, we therefore discuss the optical implementation of cellular automata in terms of elementary cellular 
automata. Two basic awoaches are available and differ by their requirements in real-time devices. 

The correlation appr@ . - . . 
The general diagam shown on figure 2, where the mows indicate spatially modulated optical beams, involves three 
active elements within the optical processing loop : 

Figure 2. Box diagram of the correlation approach to  optical binary cellular automata. 

1 - the onebit memory plane contains the data to be processed and therefore constitutes the object plane ; it is read 
by an adequate light mrce unless it is self-luminous ; it can for example be implemented by bistable optical 
elements ; 
2 - the connection pattern generator acts as an ' ' 

whose impulse response is the requied connection 
pattern. In practice, it may m**t of h d o g a m s w a s  12, or rely a $ha-ng acmdng to the 
principles of geometrical optics 1101. Figure 3 s u m  the operation of a progammabie hdogaphic pattern 
generator (3a) and of a shadowcasting pattern generator illuminated by LEDs (3b), both generating an X-shaped 
pattern. In case (3a)/11, progammabilii is achieved using a set of progammable shutters in front of a set of 
multiplexed hdogams ; an addtional beam splitter, possibly 'Rseif hdogaphic, is then needed to send light from the 
object onto the connection hdogams ; 
3 - the t h rhddng  dement acts as a multilevd accumulating and inverting dement ; each pixel may receive light 
from any number of its connected n e i # h .  The incoming interconnect beams allow to recognize the presence of a 
given match pattern. Tho t h rdddng  element should be capatde of dsaiminating between the presence and the 

of light. This dement a180 tgmpaarily stat8 the result before the latter is fed back to element 1, thereby 
acting as the 'mast& stage d a maaw-siave 9 i ~ f l m  to avoid feedmck of infamatian tbouah the km whil* the 



pattern recognition takes place. 

Not shown in figure 2 are the light source and the external control unit. 

holographic 

LEDs 

b) 

Figure 3. Programmable connection pattern generators. 
a) Hologrttphic approach, b) LED + shadow casting approach. 

Let us now describe the operation of such a setup implementing an optical binary cellular automaton by 
decomposition into elementary cellular automata. At time t, the object plane (element 1) encodes the state of the 
binary may to be processed, c (boldface letters indicate 2-0 arrays of elements, in this case the Cij) as well as ns 

complement c. The complement may be introduced by space a by time, or preferably by polarization multiplexing. 
Element 2 generates the neighbomood configuration & required f a  the mth elementary cellular automaton, m .: 

I ... M, as well as its complement Am in such a way that element 3 receives the illuminance : 
c' Rm. + Z ' h (' denotes convolution and + denotes usual amon).  No light is received if and only if &, IS 
recogn~zed. The thteshddng behaviour of element 3 then causes state 1 to be stwed in element 3 at every pixel 
where Nn has been recognized and 0 at ail other pixels. In other words, the operation of the elementary cellular 
automaton is mitten as 

H[c'Rm + Z')4n] (1 1, 
where H is the inverting and thresholdng function H(x) = 1 if x r 0, 1 otherwise. This process is iterated for m = 1 to 
M, and the results are accumulated in element 3. After that, the content of element 3 is fed back to element 1 and the 
cellular automaton is ready for its next cyde. 

From the standpunt of optical aberrations and diffraction, we have found that realistic figures are 100 x 100 pixels of 
typical size 100 pm or less f a  a neigborhood of up to 25 pixels (i.e. a maximum fan-in and fan-art of 25). This work 
will be published elsewhere. 

From the stancpolnt of nonlinearity, elements 1 and 3 should provide f a  the contrast between the on and the off state 
and element 3 should accomodate the dynamic range imposed by the neighborhood size v. 

The shi-and-muttid- : 

Instead of expression (I), the operation of an elementary cellular automaton can also be expressed as a product 

n C *  6M n Z * Q  (2) 
(k,l) with Nm;u = 1 (k,l) with N ~ ; M  = 0 

where h;kl demotes pixel k,l of neighlhbahood configuration )$n and 6kl denotes a Dirac delta peak at point k,l. 

This exactly carrespor~ds to the common demonstration of binary parttern recognition in a conference using 
superimposed, shifted, i6ontical transpasnabs on an ovahead proiector and hence suggests the fdlowing 
alternative to the schematic dagam of figre 4 : 
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Figure 4. Box diagram of the shif t-and-mu1 ti ply 
approach to optical binary cellular automata. 

Element 4 is a binary 2-D memory like element 1, but this time some mechanism is required to shim the data pixels by 
the required amount k.1. The shii may in fact be implemented either in the element, or in the feedback loop. 
Element 5 is an inverter, required for the second part of equation 2. 

I 

b 

inner loop A 

The operation of this setup consists in shiiing the data with respect to the illuminating beam by k,l . then simply 
sending again the light around the loop for the next k,l. In fact, the loop may be replaced by a stack of dements. 
While in figwe 2 the feedhack loop is used only at the end of each elementary cellular automaton operation, the inner 
loop is used here for each pixel of each elementary cellular automaton. The benefit is that there is only one light 
beam. While level restoration may still be required at places, the fan-in and the fan-out is unity. From one loop to the 
next or one element in the stack to the next, only ordinary imaging is needed and geometrical shadow castlng may 
even suffice. The loop is performed v times, and a pixel in the resulting image has level "1" if and only if neighborhood 
configuration has been recognized. The remainder of figure 4 differs tom figure 2 only by the fact that no inversion 
is required in element 3. We plan to investigate the potential of this approach in the near futwe. 

t, 
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